
Response and action plan to the representations made regarding the Variation Application for 
Premises Licence - The Lodge, Duxford, Ickleton Road, Duxford, Cambridge, CB22 4RT.ꢀ

Dear Sir/Madam,ꢀ

I would like to thank you for your recent phone call regarding the representations made to the 
above variation application.  It has been noted that there are three main concerns: Smoke from 
the BBQ, noise from music played outdoors, and parking provisions. The Lodge, Duxford would 
therefore like to include within this document our action plan, which is currently already in place, 
to address these issues.  ꢀ

I will however, start by saying that it is not our intention to be a nuisance to our immediate 
neighbours and we aim to be a valued part of the community. As you are well aware, outdoor 
dining is crucial in the present Covid-19 climate, not only for the safety of our customers and staff 
but also in keeping hospitality companies like ours afloat when the numbers of guests we can 
have indoors is dramatically reduced.  What we offer outside at The Lodge is very much seasonal  
- outdoor dining is not something our guests will be looking for from the end of September 
onwards and the DJ is only outside in the Summer months. ꢀ

Onto the present concerns:ꢀ

Smokeꢀ
Initially our outdoor eating plan included having a BBQ in the courtyard garden everyday from 
12pm - 9pm. We quickly realised the smoke from the charcoal BBQ every day might become a 
nuisance and after speaking with one of our immediate neighbours we quickly changed our 
arrangements to a Sunday only BBQ 12pm-6pm and have changed from coal to gas to eliminate 
smoke. We believe 6 hours of a BBQ once a week is more than accommodating to the 
neighbours’ wishes. It is worth noting that if it is raining on a Sunday the BBQ won’t be lit at all 
that week.ꢀ

Noiseꢀ
We understand that concerns have been raised regarding the noise from the DJ and outdoor 
music. We have now reduced the DJ hours to Friday and Saturday only from 7- 9.30pm and the 
music played during the rest of the time is low level and very relaxed. The DJ has been playing 
‘chilled sunset style music’ and we continuously check volume levels around the perimeter of the 
premises throughout the night with a decibel metre. We have changed the speakers to face away 
from the shared wall, have reduced the base and we are now in the process of putting up signs, 
particularly on the shared wall, notifying customers of our noise level policy and that they will be 
politely asked to reduce their noise or be asked to move to a different area away from the shared 
wall drinking area if their loud talking remains.ꢀ

Parking Provisionsꢀ
There is concern that we currently don’t have enough parking spaces for the numbers of 
customers.  We have 30 spaces within the property premises, for both hotel guests and visiting 
diners.  We agree this isn’t enough should the restaurant and hotel be full in the evening but 
unfortunately there is nothing that can be done within the boundary of the premises with regards 
to this.  During the day and mid-week we have ample space. On our first Saturday service post 
lockdown we received more guests that we were expecting and the parking on the street outside 
was busier than we could have imagined.  Most critically there were some guests who had parked 
on the bend in the road outside of the property and with their wheels on the pathway making it 
impossible to pass, and unsafe to pedestrians and other drivers.  We have spoken to Cambridge 
county council and are in the process of applying to the local highways improval scheme for 
yellow lines to be put on the road.  We are also creating an additional message on dining 
confirmation emails to make customers aware of safe places to park within the village should the 
car park be full.ꢀ
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We hope from the above you can see that we are very much working to ensure our neighbours are 
kept as happy as possible within the frame-work of general hotel day to day noise.  To change the 
BBQ scenario alone it has cost us approximately £2000 changing from coal to gas. There hasn’t 
been a successful hotel business at The Lodge location for many years so although the hotel has 
always been there, as have the residential houses, they have become used to zero noise from a 
failing business.  The last thing we want is our business to fail. We are doing everything we can to 
be accommodating whilst still trying to make The Lodge a place our customers will visit time and 
again.   ꢀ

Many thanks,ꢀ

Philippa Infantiꢀ


